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Issues in the organisation and follow-up of 

 feasibility studies  

>v I.      Introduction Remarks 
,m ' 

I 1.      The target set by the Lima Declaration for raising the share of 

i% the developing countries in world industrial production to at least 

* 25 P«r cent by the year 2000   l/ has wide-ranging implications   for economic 

policy and management.    The speed and scale of the investment effort would 

be such as to raise valid questions concerning capacity for mobilisation 

of domestic savings supplemented by foreign aid on the one hand and the 

development of investment skills on the other. 
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2.     One variant of growth examined by UNIDO assumes an annual growth 

rate of 10.5 per cent for Developing Countries oompared to 4.0 oer cent for 

f, Developed Countries.  2/ Accordingly it is estimated that value added in 

t manufacturing in the Developing Countries    would increase by over 11 times 
ir- 

to reach the level of US I 1,224 billions representing a share of 23.5 P«r 

-£•' cent of world industrial production by the year 2000.    Assuming a constant 

rate of growth over the planning period, value addded as 40 per cent of 

§»• industrial output and capital output ratio as 3, the annual increments in 

investments to achieve the Lima target would be expected to rise from 

US S 70 billions in 1976 to US % 915 billions in the year 2000.    Consequently, 

resources required to conduct feasibility studies could be estimated to in- 

crease from US $ 3 billions in I976 to US S 40 billions in the year 2000, 

assuming that the cost of feasibility studies falls in the range of 

3-5 per cent of overall investments. 
v 

¿ 3.     These are admittedly rough estimates based on general assumptions} 

J- but they do go some way to indicate the magnitude of the task ahead. 

¿ Even though it may generally be recognised that considerable resources 

are devoted to carrying out feasibility studies, the aggregative figurai 

cited above are suggestive of the basic importance to industrialisation 

objectives, of the issue of feasibility studies.    The mobilisation of the 

resources required would in itself constitute one serious constraint en 

industrialisation. 

I/ Para 28¡ Lima Declaration and Plan of Action on Industrial Development 
and Co-operation 

2/ The implications of raising Africa*s «hare in World Industrial Production 
to 2 per cent by the year 2000j CllI.3/IIIfi/TP/3, BCA, Addis Ababa 
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their efftotive and efficient utilization still another.    The requisite 

project development skills and institution would need to be developed 

in a relatively short period of time for Developing Countries to have 

the ability to invest oommeneurate with the dimensions implied by the 

Lima target. 

4.     It would seem,  therefore, to be timely to focus attention on an 

issue which broadly has received scant consideration in development plans 

and policier?¡    namely the organization, co-ordination and follow-up of 

feasibility studier,.    Measuroo aimed at capitalizing pre-investment studies 

already undertaken could constitute i point of departure for several 

countries aimed at implementing the Lima Declaration.    The main thrust 

of efforts Mould, hovfever, need to be directed at creating appropriate 

mechanism for triggering a constant and substantial flow of viable 

industrial project». 

5,     International assistance could play a very useful catalytic role in 

the BO efforts.    UNIDO haB provided and continues to provide assistance to 

the Developing Countries in various stages of pre-investment studies. 

These are important activities which nead to be strengthened and given 

new dimensions.    The timing, naturo and content of UNIDO*a aosistance are 

factors which require careful  consideration.    For example it may be thought 

that measures are needed to overcome the problem of lack of information 

on industrial projects, technology,  investors and investment climate, 

through the establishment of a centralized technical assistance service 

on feasibility studies while at  Mie same time assisting in the development 

of national and regional industrial consulting services. 

6.     The Export Croup Meeting on Technical Assistance in Pre-investment 

Studies scheduled to be held in Vienna from 14 - 17 December 1976 is 

expected to deliberate on this and related issues with a view to setting- 

out specific recommendations on approaches and methods for effectively 

organizing and efficiently following-up on feasibility studies.   The present 

Note has been prepared to facilitate the deliberations of the Meeting. 

Some of the problems confronted in conducting and promoting foauibility 

studies are briefly described and the issues presented in the fona of 

questions for the consideration of tho Experts.   The Note does not olaim 

to be exhaustive but indicative of the kind of issues which could fruitfully 
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be discussed in the framework of the three major topics of the Meeting, 

namely: 

*" (a)     Ueview of current methoda and practices used by Developing 

Countries for conducting feasibility étudies, 

' (b)    Methods for generating and maintaining a constant flow of 

bankable industrial  projects, and 

(c)    Possibility of creating an UNIDO Feasibility Analysis Service. 

",' II.    Consideration of some leading laaueB 

# 7.      Governments in Developing Countries shoulder the main responsibility 

'? for mobil izing domestic and external  resources for industrial development. 

Accordingly policies have been designed to generate adequate flows of 

» capital  to the industry sector.    However,  it would appear that there is 

-•,1 a serious r.hortage of bankable projects in these countries to absorb 

investible and re-investiblc funda to any significant degree.    It is thus 
Hl frequently stated - more eo in recent yearn - thai  it is the lack of 

bankable projects rather than of capital which is constraining the rate 

of industrialization in the DeveJ opin/j Countries.    Do the facts substantiate 

this claim? What have the expériences of the national, multinational and 

international   financial institutions been in this respect? 

8.      Yet considerable effort.3 are devoted by the Developing Countries to 

carrying out pre-feasibilUy and feasibility studies;    and it is generally 

known that the rate of accumulation of feasibility studies has been far 

greater than the rate of actual  investment s.    This presento a dichotomy 

in that while  there is no dearth of studies, yet  potential investors 

claim a lack of investible projects.    What    are the root causes for thig 

situation? 
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9.      It may be that the so-called feasibility studies may have not been 

f, the kind of étudies which provide the data,  information and analyses that 

permit or even faoilitate the investment decision-making procesa. 

Horeo'ver,   the ¡¿urtioipants in an investment may typically inciude a govern- 

ment agtmcy auch as a development bank, local and foreign investors and 

regional and international financial institutions.    This usually give« ria« 
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to divergent technical opinions and hence to costly repetitions of 

feasibility studies.    To what extent have divergencies in investment 

criteria been contributory; factors in the accumulation of feasibility 

studies and what measures would need to be pursued to reduce wasteful 

use of resources on feasibility 3tudieBr 

10. Feasibility studies are sponsored by several different agents in 

both the public and private sectors and financed in multiple ways in- 

cluding technical assistance from international organizations.    Access 

to them is in most cases restricted, and  the organization of a specific 

feasibility study tenda, therefore,  to take no account of previous 

efforts.    To reduce wasteful duplication of effort and to streamline 

project development and investment  foliow-up activities,  a number of 

developing countries have sot-up machinery such as industrial development 

centres and industrial consulting organizations.    How effective have these 

been in co-ordinating pre-investment studies at the national level and in 

generating a greater flow of bankable industrial projects? 

11. A feasibility study may technically be sound and yet not attraot 

investors.    The size of the project may have a great deal  to do with 

this situation as potential  investors,  especially foreign investors, may 

consider the efforts needed to implement a amali project disproportionate 

to the level  of expected profits.    Yet the large majority of feasibility 

studies brought to the attention of potential investors fall under this 

category.    As technical know-how is a major constraint,  the 3ctting-up 

of technology centres,  which provide know-how in available technology, 

could be an effective means of speeding-up investments based on a 

country's stock of feasibility 3tudies.    Iifhat then are the kind« of 

industrial extension »services nv\ institutional arrangements that could 

stimulate a more substantial participation of domestic investor«? 

12.    As to foreign investors,  the investment climate would seem to be 

a decisive factor in investment decision-making.    Pear of nationalisation, 

cumbersome government administrative procedures, lack of reliable infor- 

mation and data etc.... could often be the causes for lank of follow-up 

on otherwise sound feasibility studies.    In recognition of this, developing 

countries have set-up investment promotion machinery, legislated invest- 

ment oodes offering various concessions to potential investors and born« 
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the major co3ts of feauibility studici.    Those efforts do not funerali y 

Boom to have paid dividends.    What aro tho reasons for this?    Should 

feasibility studies al£o^ rontain iuPonr.aiion on buying-out r^"B¿"rPBt 

concessionary teins,  industrial legislation etc...or should efforts 

be rather directed to strengthen machinery and manpower required for 

analysing, negotiating and promoting industrial  projects? 

13.    The time ho ri ?» no of risV M p. tal   ¿u /er tore i..-i! generally short. 

Consequently, the  ;,ho/tt>r the p.i.y-»>v-   ooriod, the more attractive the 

project >'ocom<iB Jo  r,wh uwf.r.tor. .    \frr:\ coetr implying long-term pay- 

back perioda,   cui»   ta houcir- for  Libo trern,  accestì roadn,  power 

generation e*, e...are included in the capitel  coûta, "they tend to further 

deter private investor-..    In the c.irc unstancer, the marketing of the pro .je ci 

may prove difficult.    Wr .«Id it rot be derriiv.Ue to ro.'ke cx:>U' it-  dis- 

tinctions in    foacibiiity studies botwoen long-term and qhorV-term i aye-- \.z 

mentn so that a mired tmterrr'.Bq could be not-up whereby primate invest- 

ment could concentra1.e on directly pioductive facilities ana  thr? public 

sector on the required industrial infrastructure by ^urir* conceBsionar,y 

aid from bilateral  source« nnd institutional  1 ?nder J? 

ir- 

14.    While moaouroß aimed at niaHr.g merkol3 norc attractive   through 

concessionary   incentives   and insti UUo!..-1   ¡support .ire a good   whing, 

nsverthclcBn, it  is recaní wd that a major cause for the shortage 

of bankable projects in developing conn trier ic the üíüO of the market. 

This/generally fanali   ini fraffnentM.     Ti wouii be through ragionai co- 

operation that lRr«Q-"'îale m-ojee*-.-  th:~fc  t.ouM command the interests of 

investors could be d„:voloped.    Several  developing countries have created 

oconomio groupings either in the form of ouutomß unions,   free trade areao 

or common markets to promote,  inter-alia,  the implementation of regional 

projects.    While considerable efforts have bean directed to tho identi- 

fication of regional  industrial project  proponals, follow-up to the stago 

of feasibility studier, has received very  little attention.    The regional 

banks, the regional economic: commiijtsions and the international financial 

institutions vorking in clone co-operation with the established economic 

groupings could give much needed impetus to pre-ir.vectment studies at the 

rogional level.    In addition it wvuld seem necessary to build-up 

institutiom and skill 0 for feasibility  studies and investment promotion 

at the multinational levels.   Would it,   thereforoff be desirable to create 

regional industrial consulting engineering services and a network of 

multinational investment promotion centres, assuming that the political 

Will to oo-operate exists? 
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15« AGCìstance to developing countries in pre-investment studies comes 

from multiple sources and in varying sizes. Bilateral and multilateral 

aid play a major role in the organization and preparation of pre-investment 

studies« The se efforts, however, do not seem to be co-ordinated at the 

country level and governments may well be faced with conflicting and 

divergent recommendations on the viability of industrial projects. More- 

over, when the assistance is spread thin over several small projects 

the effort may prove costly and its overall impact become negligible. 

UNIDO provides assistance to developing countries on their request in the 

identification, preparation and evaluation of industrial projects, in the 

training of project personnel and in the development of such institutions 

a« industrial development centres and industrial consulting services. 

What in the view of the Experts, should the priorities of UKIDO*s technical 

assistance be in the light of past experiences and in the framework of the 

Lima Declaration? 

16. The question of data and information is pervasive and of critical 

importance to the organization and follow-up of feasibility studies. 

These are required on a broad front to prepare realistic feasibility 

studies, to carry out appraisals and to negotiate meaningfully and 

effectively with potential invcotors. In particular, up-to date infor- 

mation on feasibility studies carried out or under preparation would need 

to be made available to those which seek it. UNIDO could render assistance 

to Governmenta as well as potential investors including regional and inter- 

national financial institutions in maintaining a live portfolio of 

feasibility studies. Por this purpose it would need to monitor, analyse 

and up-date feasibility studies on a continuing basis. Would it be 

desirable to set-up an UNIDO feasibility analysis centre to provide these 

Services and if,so, how should ouch a contre be funded? 
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